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UNIQUENESS FOR CYCLIC BRANCHING 1Abstract. A uniqueness problem raised in 2001 for critical cyclically catalyticsuper-Brownian motions is solved in the simpli�ed space-less case, that is, forcyclically catalytic branching di�usions X: More precisely, X is characterizedas the unique strong solution of a singular stochastic equation.1. Introduction1.1. Motivation. In Fleischmann and Xiong [FX01], a critical cyclically catalyticsuper-Brownian motion X = (X0; : : : ; XK�1) in R was constructed as a strongMarkov solution to a martingale problem involving K � 2 continuous function-valued processes t 7! Xkt : But uniqueness in law of solutions is known only inthe special case K = 2 of only two species, that is, for the mutually catalyticbranching process of Dawson and Perkins [DP98] and Mytnik [Myt98]. The mainreason for this is that only in the strongly symmetric case of two species the modelhas an exponential self-duality property, and if K > 2; no dual (or approximatedual) process has been found so far, carrying enough information to characterize theprocess. It is true that there are moment dual processes of X; but the moments ofX seem to grow so fast [for the space-less case, see Proposition A2 in the appendix]that Carleman's (suÆcient) condition for the moment problem to be well-posed isnot satis�ed.In the present paper, we simplify the problem by restricting to the \zero-dimen-sional" case, that is, we drop the space coordinate in the model. Then, X is adi�usion in RK+ [see (1) below] with some local non-Lipschitz coeÆcients. On theother hand, in our space-less case, we allow non-criticality terms in the equationas well as correlations between the noises, the latter in the spirit of Etheridge andFleischmann [EF03].1.2. Model and result. Fix an integer K � 1; and denote by K := f0; : : : ;K �1g the cyclic group with addition modulo K: Consider the following stochasticequation(1) 8><>:dXks = Xl2Knfkg�l;kX ls ds+ �kXks ds+qkXk�1s Xks dW ks ; s > 0; k 2 K;with initial condition X0 = a = (a0; : : : ; aK�1) 2 RK+for a di�usion process X = (Xk)k2K in RK+ : Here � = (�l;k)l;k2K; l6=k � 0; � =(�k)k2K and  = (k)k2K > 0 have constant entries. Moreover, W = (W k)k2Kdenotes a vector of standard Wiener processes in R; where any correlation betweenthe components is allowed. Note that for K = 1; equation (1) reduces to dX0s =�0X0s ds+p0X0s dW 0s ; which is Feller's branching di�usion with branching rate0 and non-criticality �0 2 R: In general, Xkt can be interpreted as the massof species k at time t of a continuous-state branching population. Intuitively, thesubpopulation Xk of X of species k evolves as Feller's branching di�usion withbranching rate k Xk�1s changing with time s; with non-criticality �k ; and witha cross species drift caused by �l;kX ls ; l 6= k: Hence, the subpopulation Xk�1serves as a catalyst for the branching of Xk; for each k 2 K: But note that by thiscyclic interaction over all the species (also if � = 0 = � and if the noises _W areuncorrelated) the basic independence assumption in branching theory is violated, so



2 DAWSON, FLEISCHMANN, AND XIONGthat neitherX nor any of its components Xk is a superprocess (that is, continuous-state branching process) according to the usual de�nition. If � = 0 = � and thenoises _W are uncorrelated, we get the cyclically catalytic branching process from[FX01] in the space-less case, whereas for � = 0 = �; K = 2; and 0 = 1 wehave the space-less variant of the symbiotic branching model of [EF03].The construction of a weak solution X = (Xk)k2K 2 C(R+;RK+ ) to (1) can beprovided via a standard tightness argument using a fourth moment estimate, start-ing from (correlated) catalytic Feller's branching di�usions with drifts and withpiecewise constant (frozen) catalysts Xk�1 on small time intervals. These approx-imating equations have unique strong solutions, for each k 2 K; (the correlation ofthe driving Wiener processes is irrelevant for strong solutions). We skip any furtherdetails to this construction.If K > 2 and � > 0; the uniqueness seems still to be open. Also, if � = 0 = �and W is uncorrelated, the recent uniqueness result [BP03] of Bass and Perkins forcertain degenerate di�usions in RK+ does not apply due to the singularity causedby the fact that the catalysts can hit zero.Our main result is the strong uniqueness of X; provided that � = 0 :Theorem 1 (Strong uniqueness of X). For �xed K � 1; � = 0; � 2 RK ;  >0; and a 2 RK+ ; there is a unique strong solution X 2 C(R+;RK+ ) to (1) satisfyingX0 = a:We call this process X = (X; Pa ; a 2 RK+ ) the cyclically symbiotic branch-ing di�usion in RK+ with interaction vector  and non-criticality �: As alreadymentioned, main emphasis concerns the case K > 2: In fact, K = 1 is the classi-cal Feller's branching di�usion, where strong uniqueness is well-known, and K = 2with � = 0 and 0 = 1 can be seen as a zero-dimensional version of the symbioticbranching model of [EF03], where uniqueness in law follows from an exponentialself-duality in the spirit of [Myt98], except for extreme correlation cases of W:There is actually a very simple idea behind this uniqueness in the space-less case.Indeed, away from the zero boundary, uniqueness holds by a local Lipschitz condi-tion. On the other hand, once a component, say Xk; reaches zero, it is trappedthere (recall that we assumed � = 0). But after this trapping, the model sim-pli�es drastically. Indeed, let's restrict for the moment to the case of uncorrelatednoises _W: Then, Xk is the catalyst for Xk+1; therefore Xk+1 does not uctuateanymore, hence it is trapped at its present stage if �k+1 = 0; or it drifts determin-istically, otherwise. In any case, Xk+1 is unique. Now, given Xk+1; and since thenoises _W are uncorrelated in the present consideration, the component Xk+2 isthe (only one-sided interacting) catalytic Feller's branching di�usion with branch-ing rate k+1Xk+1; hence, Xk+2 is strongly unique. This way one can continuewithin the cycle until returning to the trapped Xk: Consequently, once a compo-nent hits the boundary, the true interaction in the cyclically catalytic model brakesdown to only one-sided interactions where strong uniqueness holds. In the generalcase, where additionally correlations within W are allowed, the previous argumentcan be modi�ed to get the pathwise uniqueness, see Section 2 below.Note that this kind of approach is quite natural and has been used in provinguniqueness for di�usions in a simplex, see Sato [Sat78, Section 4] and Swart [Swa99,Example 3.1.8]. However, note that in the original spatial case of [FX01], these ideasdo not work, since there, as a rule, a component hits zero (that is, it enters thesingularity region) only in a part of space and is not trapped there by a possible



UNIQUENESS FOR CYCLIC BRANCHING 3migration of mass from other regions of space. So the spatial case remains open(if K � 3) even in the case of uncorrelated noises. Similarly, if � > 0 in (1), thistrapping method does not work due to the drift caused by other species.In an appendix, we add some discussion on the moments of X; mainly restrictingto the case of uncorrelated noises _W:2. Proof of Theorem 1With c we denote a positive constant which might change from place to place.Let j � j denote the Euclidean norm.Without loss of generality, we may assume that K � 2: Fix k 2 K and a 2 RK+ :Clearly, from Itô's formula, t 7! e��ktXkt is a non-negative martingale (recall weassumed � = 0), implying that the zero state is a trap for this martingale. Hence,also Xk is trapped at 0 once it reaches it.Suppose we have two solutions X and Y to (1) with the same W and satisfyingX0 = a = Y0 (and � = 0): We have to show that X = Y: It suÆces to do thison a �nite interval [0; T ]; for any �xed T > 0:2.1. Pathwise uniqueness in the Lipschitz region. Fix a > 0: Choose any" > 0 such that " < ak < "�1; k 2 K: Introduce the (possibly in�nite) stoppingtime(2) �" := infnt 2 [0; T ] : 9k 2 K with Xkt ^ Y kt � " or Xkt _ Y kt � "�1o:Lemma 2 (Pathwise uniqueness in the Lipschitz region). We have X = Yon [0; T ^ �"]:Proof. We start by mentioning the elementary inequality(3) ��pbc�pde�� � 12"2 �jb� dj + jc� ej� if " � b; c; d; e � 1" :(To see this, multiply and divide by pbc + pde:) For Z := X �Y; k 2 K; andt � T; from equation (1) we have(4) Zkt^�" = �k Z t^�"0 ds Zks + Z t^�"0 dW ks �qkXk�1s Xks �qkY k�1s Y ks �:Hence, combined with (3) we obtain the second moment estimatePa �jZkt^�" j2� � �2T j�j + 12"4 jj�Pa Z t^�"0 ds �jZk�1s j2 + jZks j2�(5) � c Z t0 ds Pa �jZk�1s^�" j2 + jZks^�" j2� ; t � T:Summing over k 2 K; Gronwall's inequality gives Pa �jZt^�" j2� = 0; for t � T:This proves the claim in the lemma. �As " # 0; we have the non-decreasing convergence of �" to some stopping time� � 1: On f� = 1g; we clearly got X = Y on the considered interval [0; T ]:On the other hand, on f� <1g ; we have � � T; and there exists a k 2 K suchthat Xk� = 0 = Y k� : Indeed, note that X cannot explode on a �nite time interval(for instance, use that X has a �nite variance, see Lemma A1 in the appendix).Consequently, X = Y on [0; � ] under f� <1g : It remains to study what happensafter a trapping event.



4 DAWSON, FLEISCHMANN, AND XIONG2.2. Pathwise uniqueness after a trapping event. By the strong Markov prop-erty, from now on we may assume that ak�2 = 0 for some k 2 K: Then, since 0is a trap, Xk�2 = 0: This implies that dXk�1s = �k�1Xk�1s ds; that is,(6) Xk�1t = ak�1 e�k�1t; t � 0:Consequently, Xk�2 and Xk�1 are pathwise uniquely determined. If K = 2; theproof is �nished.Assume now that K � 3: Then(7) Xkt = ak + �k Z t0 ds Xks ds + Z t0 dW ks fsqXks ; t � 0;with the random continuous function(8) fs := qkXk�1s ; s � 0;and Xk�1 from (6). For " > 0; introduce the stopping time(9) �k" := infnt 2 [0; T ] : Xkt � " or Xkt � "�1o:On [0; T ^ �k" ] we again get pathwise uniqueness of Xk by the Lipschitz property.Letting " # 0; implying �k" " some �k; we obtain pathwise uniqueness of Xk on[0; T ^ �k ]: Now �k < 1 implies Xk�k = 0; and Xk is trapped from there on.Altogether, Xk is pathwise unique on [0; T ]:Finally, if K � 4; we repeat the previous argument for k + 1 instead of k[without having an explicit representation of Xk as we had with (6) for Xk�1 ]:This way the argument can be repeated until the cycle is closed. This completesthe proof of the theorem. �Appendix: On the moments of XA.1. Finite moments of all orders. Our uniqueness proof was based on the�niteness of variances which is a special case of the following lemma.Lemma A1 (Finite moments of all orders). Each solution X of (1) has �nitemoments of all orders.Proof. Fix a 2 RK+ and n � 1: Clearly, from Itô's formula, for k 2 K and t � 0;Pa�(Xkt )n� = ank + nXl6=k �l;k Z t0 ds Pa�X ls(Xks )n�1�(A1) + n�k Z t0 ds Pa�(Xks )n�+ �n2�k Z t0 ds Pa�Xk�1s (Xks )n�1�:Summing over k 2 K; using that maxk �Pk � Kmaxk ; that(A2) maxl;k �X ls(Xks )n�1� � �maxk Xks �n;and abbreviating gt := Pa�(maxk2KXkt )n�; we obtain(A3) gt � Kg0 + hnK2 j�j + nK j�j + �n2�K jji Z t0 ds gs ; t � 0:Now the claim follows from Gronwall's inequality. �



UNIQUENESS FOR CYCLIC BRANCHING 5A.2. Failure of Carleman's Condition. From now on, we assume that _W is avector of uncorrelated noises (otherwise the situation is much more complicated),and suppose � � 0: Consequently, we restrict our attention to a cyclically catalyticbranching di�usion X in RK+ with interaction vector ; super-criticality � � 0;and cross species drift matrix � � 0:The moments grow so fast that Carleman's condition for the moment problemfor X to be well-posed is not satis�ed (see Remark A3 below). Similar claimsare without proof in several papers on mutually catalytic, cyclically catalytic, orsymbiotic branching. In the present case, this follows from the following result.Proposition A2 (Growth of Moments). Let _W be a vector of uncorrelatednoises. Consider a 2 RK+ such that amin := mink2K ak > 0; and � � 0: Thenthere is a constant c = c(a;) > 0 such that for all n � 1;(A4) m(2n)t := Pa �(Xkt )2n� � (c t2)n (n!)2; t � 0; k 2 K:Proof. From Itô's formula, for n � 1;(Xkt )n � ank + n Z t0 dW ks (Xks )n�1qk Xk�1s Xks(A5) + �n2�k Z t0 ds Xk�1s (Xks )n�1:Switching to n � 1 � 1, and then multiplying by Xk�1t ; we obtain (by droppingthe �rst term)Xk�1t (Xkt )n�1 � (n� 1)Xk�1t Z t0 dW ks (Xks )n�2qkXk�1s Xks(A6) + �n�12 �k Z t0 ds Xk�1t Xk�1s (Xks )n�2:Using the conditional expectation formula Pa �Xkt jXks 	 = Xks e�k(t�s); takingexpectation in (A5) and (A6) amounts to(A7) m(n)t � �n2�min Z t0 ds Pa �Xk�1s (Xks )n�1�; n � 1;and(A8) Pa �Xk�1t (Xkt )n�1� � �n�12 �min Z t0 ds e�k(t�s)Pa �(Xk�1s )2 (Xks )n�2�;for n � 2; respectively. In fact, the stochastic integral term in (A6) vanishes ift = 0 and it is driven by W k; whereas the factor Xk�1 is a martingale driven byW k�1: But W k and W k�1 are uncorrelated by assumption, hence the expectationof the product of both martingales vanishes.Applying (A5) to (Xk�1s )2 and dropping the last term there, from (A8) we get(A9) Pa �Xk�1t (Xkt )n�1� � �n�12 �min a2min Z t0 ds e�k(t�s)m(n�2)s ; n � 2:Inserting (A9) into (A7) results to(A10) m(n)t � �n2��n�12 � a2min 2min Z t0 ds Z s0 dr e�k(s�r)m(n�2)r ;



6 DAWSON, FLEISCHMANN, AND XIONGn � 2: Now e�k(s�r) � 1: Therefore,(A11) m(n)t � c n4 Z t0 dr m(n�2)r (t� r); t � 0; n � 2;with c = c(a;) > 0: Setting g(n)t := m(2n)t ; n � 0; (A11) reads as(A12) g(n)t � c n4 Z t0 dr (t� r) g(n�1)r ; t � 0; n � 1;with g(0)t � 1 (and changing c): This recursive system implies that(A13) g(n)t � cn (n!)4 t2n(2n)! ; t � 0; n � 1:Indeed, this follows by induction employing the identity(A14) Z t0 dr (t� r) r2n(2n)! = t2(n+1)�2(n+ 1)�! ; n � 0:Next we use that (2n)! � 2 � 2 � 4 � 4 � � � 2n � 2n = 22n (n!)2: Therefore, changingthe constant c = c(a;); from (A13) we obtain(A15) g(n)t � (n!)2 (c t2)n;which �nishes the proof. �Remark A3 (Failure of Carleman's Condition). The moment estimate (A4)implies that the Carleman (suÆcient) condition for the well-posedness of the mo-ment problem (see, for instance, [Chu74, Section 4.5]), namely(A16) Xn�1 �m(2n)t ��1=2n = 1; t > 0;does not hold. 3A.3. Moment equation system. For simplicity, assume in addition that � = 0:As in related models, for a �xed order, the moments are uniquely determined by aclosed system of linear ordinary di�erential equations:Proposition A4 (Moment equation system). Let _W be a vector of uncorre-lated noises, and suppose that � = 0: Fix an initial condition a 2 RK+ and n � 1:Then the nth moments(A17) mk(s) = mka(s) := PaXks ; k = (k1; : : : ; kn) 2 Kn; s � 0;of the cyclically catalytic branching di�usion X; where we set Xks := Xk1s � � �Xkns ;solve uniquely(A18) 8>>><>>>: ddsmk(s) = mk(s) nXi=1 �ki + nXi;j=1i6=j Æki;kj ki2 m�j(k;ki�1)(s);with initial condition mk(0) = a;k = (k1; : : : ; kn) 2 Kn; s > 0; where Æk;l denotes the Kronecker symbol, andwhere by de�nition, �j(k; l) 2 Kn arises from k = (k1; : : : ; kn) by replacing thejth component kj of k by l 2 K:



UNIQUENESS FOR CYCLIC BRANCHING 7Proof. By Itô's formula,d(Xk1s � � �Xkns ) = Xi �Yj 6=iXkjs �dXkis + 12Xi6=j � Yj0 6= i;jXkj0s �dhhXki ; Xkj iisemt= Xks Xi �ki ds + 12Xi6=j Æki;kjkiXki�1s Xkis Yj0 6= i;jXkj0s ds;(A19)where emt= means equality except a martingale term, starting from zero. Takingexpectations gives claim (A18), �nishing the proof. �A.4. Particle system moment dual. Suppose additionally that � = 0 = �:Another tool is a particle system moment dual process N; we want to introducenow. For the case K = 2 and 0 = 1 it follows from [EF03].Let Nf denote the set of all vectors n = [n0; : : : ; nK�1] with entries nk � 0;describing a �nite system of nk particles of species k; etc. Then N will be anNf{valued Markov jump process with c�adl�ag paths. The generator G of N isgiven by(A20) Gf(n) := Xk2K k�nk2 � �f(�kn)� f(n)� ; n 2 Nf ;where �kn (provided that nk � 2) denotes that element of Nf which is obtainedfrom n by switching the species of one of the nk particles of species k to speciesk � 1: Consequently, each pair of particles of species k may experience a jumpwith rate k ; and upon a jump, exactly one of the particles gets the species k� 1:Write Pn for the law of N starting from N0 = n 2 Nf :Next we want to introduce a duality function N of the generating function type.For a 2 RK+ and n 2 Nf ; set(A21) N(a;n) := an := Yk2K ankk :In the duality relation (A23) below, we will use the following notation:(A22) knk= := Xk2K k�nk2 �:Thus, knk= is the weighted number of pairs of particles in n having the samespecies.Proposition A5 (Particle system moment duality relation). Assume _Wis a vector of uncorrelated noises and � = 0 = �: Fix a 2 RK+ and n 2 Nf :Consider the cyclically catalytic branching process (X; Pa) and the particle systemmoment dual (N;Pn) in Zd. Then, for all t � 0;(A23) EaXnt = En aNt exph Z t0 ds kNsk=i:Proof. The generator G of X is given by(A24) Gf (a) := Xk k2 ak�1ak @2@a2k f (a);



8 DAWSON, FLEISCHMANN, AND XIONGwhere f is a twice continuously di�erentiable function on a = (a0; : : : ; aK�1) 2RK+ : Hence,(A25) GN( � ;n) (a) = Xk k�nk2 �a�kn[with �k de�ned after (A20)]. On the other hand, by (A20),(A26) GN(a; � ) (n) = Xk k�nk2 �a�kn � knk= an:Therefore,(A27) GN( � ;n) (a) = GN(a; � ) (n) + knk=N(a;n):The claimed duality relation (A23) now follows by standard arguments; see [EK86,Corollary 4.4.13]. �Acknowledgement. We would like to thank Andreas Eberle and Jan Swart forhelpful discussions on singular di�usions.References[BP03] R.F. Bass and E.A. Perkins. Degenerate stochastic di�erential equations with H�oldercontinuous coeÆcients and super-Markov chains. Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., 355(1):373{405 (electronic), 2003.[Chu74] K.L. Chung. A Course in Probability Theory, volume 21 of Probability and MathematicalStatistics. Academic Press, New York, 2nd edition, 1974.[DP98] D.A. Dawson and E.A. Perkins. Long-time behavior and coexistence in a mutually cat-alytic branching model. Ann. Probab., 26(3):1088{1138, 1998.[EF03] A.M. Etheridge and K. Fleischmann. Compact interface property for symbiotic branching.WIAS Berlin, Preprint No. 822; Stoch. Proc. Appl. (submitted), 2003.[EK86] S.N. Ethier and T.G. Kurtz. Markov Processes: Characterization and Convergence. Wi-ley, New York, 1986.[FX01] K. Fleischmann and J. Xiong. A cyclically catalytic super-Brownian motion. Ann.Probab., 29(2):820{861, 2001.[Myt98] L. Mytnik. Uniqueness for a mutually catalytic branching model. Probab. Theory RelatedFields, 112(2):245{253, 1998.[Sat78] K. Sato. Convergence to a di�usion of a multi-allelic model in population genetics. Adv.in Appl. Probab., 10(3):538{562, 1978.[Swa99] J.M. Swart. Large Space-Time Scale Behavior of Linearly Interacting Di�usions. PhDthesis, Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen, 1999.


